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Opinions Differ on RetaliatiOn
A British newspaper charged
Tuesday that President Reagan was
a ''softie" for not cracking down
hard enough on the Soviet Union for
shooting down an unarmed South
Korean passenger jet.
West Germa.ny and South Korea
praised Reagan's announcement
Monday of moderate retaliatory measures against Moscow, but the
Bonn government said it would consult other European countries before
taking any similar action.
Beginning Tuesday, Canada banned Soviet Aeroflot flights from
landing in Montreal for60days. The
United States took similar action
against Acroflot after the declaration
of martial law in Poland. Reagan
"reaffim1cd" it in his speech.
Reagan, calling the incident over
the north Pacific Thursday a "massacre," demanded in his Monday..
speech that Moscow offer rcparations, and suspended scientific and
cultural exchanges with the Soviet
Union.
The British Daily Mirror newspaper criticized the American
moves, saying "toughtalking President Reagan went soft on the Russians last night" in an article headlined, "Reagan the Softie."

Moscow countered by accusing
Reagan of using ''the CIAelaborated U.S. version of the incident'' to shift blame and win support
for his arms buildup.

Hundreds of thousands of protesters demonstrated against Moscow
for the fifth day in South Korea,
burning effigies of Soviet leader
Yuri Andropov and demanding
Moscow apologize for the downing.

Scandinavian nations, including
Soviet neighbor Finland, denounced
Moscow for downing Korean Air
Lines Flight 007 carrying 269 people, joining a global chorus of condemnation that included the banning
of Russian vodka sales in a second
U,S. state.

The Foreign Ministers of
Sweden, Denmark, Norway, Finland and Iceland issued a joint statement assailing the Soviet Union for
the Joss of the passenger jet.
qThis is a condemnation,"

continued on page 7

Professors To Discuss 'Massacre~
By M. Bernard Whalen

gate what the downing of the Korean
Air Lines jet reveals about the internal dynamics of the Soviet government and how that government interacts with the its own people.
Lindsey will be joined by Richard
Robbins, associate professor of history, and Philip Roeder, assistant
professor of political science, for
Friday's discussion. All three professors teach courses concerning the
Soviet Union.
The discussion begins at I p.m. in
the reading room on the second floor
of Ortega Hall,

The significance and implications
'of what President Reagan called
''the Korean airline massacre" will
be discussed Friday by a panel of
three University of New Mexico
professors.
''We will present three interpretations of the significance of this
event, and its implications as to the
future of international affairs," said
Byron Lindsey, assistant professor
of modern and classical languages.
The discussion will also investi-

Domenici To Hold Conference
By C.D. Brunt

Senator Pete Domenici

U.S. Sen. Pete Domenici will hold a special news conference at 3 p.m.
Wednesday at the University of New Mexico CoJlege of Engineering to
announce acquisition of a new computer system for the University.
The new package, known as the Co!Jlputer .Aided Design (CAD) system,
will assist engineers in designing ideas on a computer instead of on paper.
The equipment required for the new system .was donated by Lockheed
Corp. and IBM, lnc. following discussions with Domenici. The computer
and software, if purchased on the open market, would have cost UNM
hundreds of thousands of dollars, college of engineering officials say.
The traditional method for designing requires the engineer;s idea to be
painstakingly drawn, in great detail, onto paper. This plan then become the
basis for its production.
·
Slight design changes or imptovements often require a complete redrawing, which is time-consuming and expensive. Because of the difficulty of
changing these drawings, there has been some reluctance to change existing
drawings on the part of engineers.
The CAD system enables the designer to change the plans easily, eliminating the hesitance to improve a design. As a result, the CAD system could save
the industry millions of dollars in design time alone.
The new system, which should be operable by the end of the current
semester, will be housed in Room 102 of the Mechanical Engineering
Building.
Domenici wiH speak at 3 p.m. in the atrium of the UNM Mechanical
Engineering building, located at the southwest corner of the main campus.
Interested students and members ofthe public are invited to hear the senator's
remarks.

Lobo men's goU co•ch Dw•ine Knight praCtices his put·
ting stroke at .~~The Putter," the new min•ture golf
course in the SUB which opened Tuesday. Knight's golf
team will be on the big course today.

Harris To Help Examine
North Carolina Program
Dr. Fred R. Harris, chairman of
the Governor's Commission on
Higher Education and University of
New Mexico political science professor, will travel to North Carolina
with Gov. Toney Anaya and several
New Mexico business leaders
Wednesday to examine that state's
economic development program and
its link to higher education.
"North Carolina has led the country in economic development programs, and strong support for higher
education has been a key element in
their plan,'' he said. "We want to
see what we can Jearn that may be
helpful to the commission and to our
state."
Harris, along with Anaya, state
Sen. Tom Rutherford, Commerce
and Industry Secretary Alex Mercure, Public Service Company of

Network To Facilitate
Info Exchange
•.
,

A group of New Mexico political,
scientific and business leaders Tuesday decided to push ahead with a
communications system to facilitate
the exchange of technical information.
The Rio Gl'ande Communication
Network has been described in an
initial report as ''an electronic highway of communication lines and
data processing systems'' linking institutions and military installations
from·Los Alamos to Las Cruces.
Sen. Pete Domenici, R-N.M.,
said during a meeting .of the Rio
Grande Network Corridor Steering
Committee the system will link
national laboratories, doctoral·
granting univetsites and state government, with the potential for
allowing private industry access into
the infonnation matrix.
'~(lthvill.giye.New Mexicoauni-

are the Air Force Weapons Lab at
Kirtland Air Force Base, Holloman
Air Force Base, and the White Sands
Missile Range.

que tool for the exchange of ideas
and technical information," said
Domenici.
The system would be run by .a
private, nonprofit corporation called
New Mexico Technet Inc. under the
stewardship of a board of directors
drawn from federal, state and private institutions.

Snafu
Sports Information Director John Keith was mistakenly identified as
"John Keits" in Tuesday's Daily Lobo. The Daily Lobo regrets the
error.

The chairman of the new board is
formet Gov. Jack Campbell, while
Domenici and Gov •. Toney Anaya
are ex-officio members of the board.
The primary points of the system
initially would include Los Alamos
National Laboratocy, certain state
agencies, Sandia National Labor·
atories, the University of New Mexico, the New Mexico Institute of
Mining and Technology and New
Mexico State University.
Listed as early potential additions
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Information regarding plans to increase the size of the proposed
Science and Engineering library was mistakenly attributed to Paul
Vassallor dean of library services in Friday's Daily Lobo,
UNM President John Perovich, not Vassallo, said the library size
could be increased by spending money on the. b"asic building itself
rather than on landscaping and site workj which would be saved for
later.
The Daily Lobo regrets the error.
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New Mexico President Jerry Geist
and other business leaders, will meet
with North Carolina officials
Wednesday.
Thursday, Harris will meet with
Dr. William C. Friday, president of
the University of North Carolina
system. He will also meet with Dr.
Terry Sanford, president of Duke
University.
Harris will be back in New Mexico in time to preside over the third
hearing of the Commission on Higher Edueation Friday morning at
Western New Mexico University in
.
Silvct City.
· Other commission hearing dates
and sites are: Monday. at the New
Mexico Institute of Mining and
Technology in Socorro; Sept. 14 at
the UNM main campus in Albuquerque;. Sept. 23 at San Juan College in Farmington; Sept. ?3 at.fhe
UNM School of Law and Medical
Center; and Sept. 30 at New Mexico
State University in Las Cruces.
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See Page4
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Wire Report

U11;ted Press International

Marines Off Lebanon,
Serves Syria Warning
to End Violent Prods

Kremlin Admits Downing Jet
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Dr. Barry Kues, chairman of the sociology department, was
the first to be published in the UNM Press natur&list series .
sented before the UNM press com·
mittce for the final go-ahead, given
in January 198 L The committee
also picked Kues as editor for the
series.
When completed, the series will
include some 12 to 15 books covering many topics in natural history,

including rare vegetation found in
New Mexico and the habits of the.
mammals that inhabit the state. The
books will contain between 150 and
200 pages, and will be available in
both hardcover and paperback. Each
book in the series is designed as a
field guide for its particular topic.

Attack Jeopardizes NATO Arms Talks
GENEVA, Switzerland (UP!) The United States and the Soviet
Union resumed talks Tuesday on
nuclear missiles in Europe with the
international furor over Moscow's
attack on a Korean airliner jeopardizing any early breakthrough.
Officials on both sides said the

new round of negotiations is crucial
with NATO planning to start deployment of new U.S. mediumrange missiles in December if no
agreement is reached in Geneva.
The talks resumed after a twomonth summer recess. It was the
87th plenary session since negotia-

tions began 21 months ago.
The veteran U.S. anus control
negotiator, PauL H. Nitze, said there
was an "unavoidable linkage" between the talks and Soviet destruction of the Korean Air Lines jumbo
jet.
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The University of New Mexico
Press has begun a new series of
books on t!)e natural history of New
Mexico. the first time the press lias
published works on a scientific sub •
ject. The series began in 1982 with
the publication of Fo,vs;Js of New
Mexico by Barry S. Kues, a profcs·
sor of geology at UNM.
Fossils, the first book in the
series, deals with the full spectrum
of fossils found in New Mexico.
"Since New Mexico is so rich in
fossils, I saw the need for a defini·
tive guide," said Kues.
Kues' work has .resulted in a well·
illustrated and up-to-date source of
infonnation on the fossils that lie
buried in our state, according to
Luther Wilson, UNM Press
director.
The book gives basic inforn1ation
on the collecting and studying of
fossils, with more than 500 illustrations. Other chapters are devoted to
the location of the fossil types, as
well as a section on the ethics of
fossil discovery. The book is written
for the person with a background in
geology, but. in such a way that it
will also appeal to the ordinary
reader.
The idea for the series was hatched in the fall of 1980 during a conversation between professor Kues
and Wilson. After initial research
work was done, and specifications
were drawn up, the idea was pre-
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In Seoul. South Korea. re!ati..-es
iro:n 15 nations began arri¥ing for a
:A.=.-t:f~:'f~ :..::::..::;. 0:.:: :be ~splay... mas.si>e memorial S..'"ni<:e ~heduled
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At the same time, presidential spokesman Larry Speakes said President Reagan plans "no change whatsoever'· in the status of the
1200-member Marine peace-keeping contingent now in Lebanon,
despite the deaths of two more American Marines in .fighting between
Lebanese. and sectarian forces.
Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger said the Marines are on "a
difficult and costly" mission that ''has not yet been completed."
Reagan was notified of the deaths Monday night. The deteriorating
situation in Lebanon was reviewed at a morning meeting of the National Security Council and an afternoon Cabinet session.
As U.S. special envoy Robert McFarlane went to Damascus for
urgent talks on the Lebanon crisis, the administration again accused
Syria of encouraging and supporting violence by sectarian groups,
particularly Druze Moslems, to undennine prospects for national re·
conciliation.
''We do think the Syrians have an inordinate amount of influence on
these factions,'' a senior administration offici;~! said. ''We would like
to see them come along with their own withdrawal and allow these
various factions to participate in a united government of Lebanon.''
U.S. officials acknowledge the chaos in Lebanon has brought longer-range U.S. peace efforts to a halt, consistent with Syrian objectives that include forcing the multinational peace-keeping force out of
Lebanon.
Speakes, saying the United States has been in contact with Syria
"through third-parties," confinned that President Reagan described
the heavily armed amphibious task force heading toward the
Mediterranean to congressional leaders as "a marker for the Syrians."
The spokesman said the new task force is an addition to an existing
600-Marine fleet that has provided support to U.S. troops ashore in
response to recent Shiite and Druze attacks.
"I think the Syrians should know that we do have considerable
firepower offshore and they should be circumspect in their own active
involvement in instigating any violence in the area," he said.
The 31st Marine Amphibious Unit left Friday for the Mediterranean
aboard three naval.transport ships from Kenya, where it was conducting a port visit. The trip is expected to take a week aboard the
amphibious assault ship USS Tarawa, the amphibious transport ship
USS Duluth and tank landing ship USS Frederick, which also are
carrying !,100 U.S. Navy personnel.
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WASHINGTON (UP!) ~ Th~ White House served notice Tuesday
that the movement of 2,000 more Marines to waters off Lebanon
should be seen as a warning to Syria to end "active involvement" in
fomenting sectarian violence.
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cost to you or _your department.

For more information call Don Mullen at 255-9673
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Here"s how it workS :
Professors organize a selection of class
readings (check copyright law for legal use
of material) and drop the master off at Kinko s
Kinko's will •
· Duplicate it
. Assemble custom Notebooks
• Distribute them to your students at a
reduced rate
Our Professor Publishing Plan is avaolable at no
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Begin Heads UNM
In Academic Dream

Accounting
Students To
Sponsor Fair
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By Steve Shoup
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Students interested in account·
ing as a career are invited to
attend a job fair to be held at the
Classic Hotel Thursday.
The fair, sponsored by the
University of New Mexico Association of Accounting Students,
will be held in the Classic's Reg·
istry and Regal rooms from 6;30
to 9:30 p.m. Some 23 private
finns and government organizations arc expected to take part.

I

Well as one might expect, there has been no direct reply from the

admini~tration to the questions discussed in last week's column.! and

the Lobo are quite beneath their dignity, I expect. But I did get a
response of sorts from University of New Mexico President Perovich.
I was taking a break before the tube a couple of night~ ago when to
my surprise who should appear on the box but the pres1dent of UNM.
Atia, I thought, finally we're getting some action here! some sort of a.n
appeal to support the University. But no! The pres1dent ~f U.NM 1s
asking for support for the Lobo Club or some such orgamzat1on.
Now, isn't this odd? Perovich has the time and inclination to do an
ad forthis doubtless incredibly important group, but apparently could
not find the time (or inclination?) to represent the interests of the
University at the last Board of Educational Finance meeting. Perhaps
there is a good reason why neither Perovich nor anyone else in the
administration was there, but if so, they have not deigned to tell the
University community.
Are such questions dismissed because they are not communicated
in memos, but in an "inappropri<~te" (great word) forum?
The way is clear. Perovich must go.
1) Whose choice was he anyway?
2) He has failed to represent the University (unless he is doing it
secretly).
3) He is trying too hard to be like Bud Davis.
1 propose that we make Menachem Be~ in pres!dent ofthe.Uni~ersi·
ty. He is currently unemployed and has 1mpress1ve credent1als m the
area of representing an association, particularly in view of obtaining
outside resources. The University community could only benefit from
becoming a chosen people in New Mexico, and I suspect that eve.n a
man of lesser caliber than "Rock 'em Sock. 'em" Menachem could fmd
biblical precedents for actions beneficial to UNM.
Teams of faculty and students could be sent out to hold classes in
areas of the city sel.ected for their high income value. After sufficient
time has passed these academic settlements would allow the Uni·
varsity to declare this real estate part of eretz UNM.
Any outside objections could be silenced with references to the
great pecunicide of 1982-83, when millions were terminated by the
Legislature in a holocaust of budget cutting. In the event of any
serious trouble, Provost Ariel Sharon could be sent to organize the
occupation of Santa Fe in order to guarantee the security of UNM's
fiscal frontier.

A View from the Bottom
By Richard Berthold
Now, it is highlyunlikelythat Begin would ever betray the Universi·
ty community by becoming the tool of other powers; he's not that
kind of guy. But should he begin to lose concern for his faculty, staff
and students, we could hire Yasir Arafat as President of the Faculty
Senate. There is an excellent chance that he will be available in the.
near future, and he is certainly an experienced leader of oppressed
groups against power structures supported by outside interests.
Part of the faculty's problem has been lack of a significant profile in
the general community, Most people (including some faculty) are not
even aware that there is a "Faculty Question." But imagine the atten·
tion that would be paid if we established ties with the UniversitY of
Benghazi. Or if we took the football and basketball coaches hosta~e.
Or dug up the turf in University Stadium. We could slow the machmery down by refusing to read any administrative memos.
This cannot be passed up. The last issue of the UNM Alumnus was
devoted to interviews with a variety of characters on the question .of,
education and was filled with more nonsense than the average education course. David Darling, former Dean. of Education, is quoted as
saying: "I don't see how a person today, if their only input comes
from the public media ••• " Shouldn't that be "if his only input,"
Dave? And they say it's lack of funding.
.
But what's it matter? Education in New Mexico is being Anayalated
anyway.

by Don Bruckner

MOOSE

AAS President John Chavez
emphasized the value of the fair
to those who may be interested in
accoun(ing, or may just be entering the Anderson School of Management. Students may learn
what benefits and compensations
are available, as well as what
types of jobs they want to study
for.
"Students can find out what
they're getting into," Chavez
said.
This is the fourth year AAS has
put on the fair. About 300 students are expected to attend,
Chavez said.
In addition to the busin.ess
firms, several professional
accounting organizations will
have representatives at the fl!ir,
said Maria Matonti, AAS promotions chairwoman. Professional attire is recommended, Matonti said.
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----Letters---Facts Wanted
FromASUNM
Editor:
Once again ASUNM student
politics has made the headlines.
Once again suspicion and distrust fuel the fires of rumors and
silence. Massive deficits have
surfaced and our current presi·
dent has no knowledge of this.
Frank Parks, Popular Entertain·
ment Committee chairman,
blames much ofthe deficit on the
fotmer PEC chairman.
Passing the buck and ignorance can never be accepted as a
defense for incompetence, mismanagement and general failure
of clique politics. The time has
come for a complete investigation and disclosure of ASUNM
student politics.
The current student Senate
should consider appointing an
unbiased committee to begin its
own investigation. The University president should take an active interest in the proceedings.
The main student body, if it
truly desires a competent and
truly representative government, must now stand up and
exercise their power and voice
by calling for an investigation
and disclosure. If this can not
come to pass and a whitewash
seems evident, then a petition

drive to impeach must be consi·
dered and activated.
If the student body remains silent and the administration fails
to carry outtheir responsibilities,
no one can criticize ... If you're
part of the problem then you're
not a part of the solution.
I for one plan to investigate
how I can have my ASUNM stu·
dent fees Withheld until answers
are delivered and problems positively dealt with.
Ralph J. Richardson Jr.

Editorial 'Naive'
Editor:
I want to take issue with the
conclusion that was drawn in
your Sept. 6, 1983, editorial concerning U.S. credibility. Your
statement that the administra•
tion's "obvious" motive for with·
holding certain information was
to further it's propaganda aims,
is a bit naive.
Might it not be that revealing
certain information could compromise our intelligence gli!thering sources in avery strategically
important area of the world?
Your editorial credibility also depends on your objective honesty.
Ed Christy

Cox Out?
Editor:
So Berry Cox thinks that stU·
dents should be given priority
over faculty and staff when parking spaces are allocated. The
needs of students deserve high
priority, of course, but with respectto parking privileges I think
it should be pointed out that,
compared to faculty and staff,
students are temporary resi·
dents. In order to relieve them of
a four-year "sentence" to incon·
venient parking, Mr. Cox wants
to give the faculty a mandatory
life sentence.

381400

VoL 88

I have a better idea, two in fact.
The latest rumblings from the
Board of Educational Finance
seem to indicate that the faculty
and staff may receive ludicrously
low salaries next year, on top of
no raises this year.
In order to alleviate this prob·
lem to some small degree, the
outrageously high fees that
faculty and staff pay for parking
stickers could be eliminated en·
tirely. My second idea is that the
University might look for a new
director of parking services.
Jim Ray
Political Science
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Accounting Assistant
Position Open
Opportunity to gain boo/ikeeping
experience with the Daily Lobo.
lf you hove excellent moth skills, like to wor!f in o
fast-paced environment and wont accounting and
office experience, this may be the position for you.

Apply in Morron Ho/11~1.
Mondoy through Fridoy 8-5
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~sS \"\OlAf.. NUTRITIOUS
DINNER
full of energy

ooO

Spaghetri with meatsattce,
tossed salad, garlic roll
for only $2.89

COMBO SANDWICH
Italian Sausage and
Meat Ball with PePt>ers
$3.69

BRADLEONE STEAK SANDWICH
Iwlian Peppers,
Onions und Cheese
$3.89

Giant
ITALIAN SANDWICHES
,--------,

SIDE ORDERS

ITAUANSAUSAGE .... , . . $2.99

SOUP
h-fine.~£rone

or

SouP n{ the dCl~'
l•t.$1.85
52.25
PLAIN
SPAGHETTI SAUCE
,., $!.39
</t. $Z.99
MEA'I'SAUCE
pt. $1.99
C/t. $3.99

1/t.

with melted moz:;;arella cheese anti
Mama's sj>aghetti .sauce
,--------.,_
sert•ed on a large roll.
Ala Carte

$!.49

MEATBALL SANDWICH .. . $2.99

PASTA
RIGA TONI

tdth

CHICKEN FILET

Jrtt'dt.'W1U't•

&1.89

Pt\RMIGIANA . •........ SZ.99
£(;GPI.ANT PARMIGIANA . S2,99

VI;AL PARMIGIANA ...... SJ.X9
ITALIAN PEPPERS ...... 35~
.l!tt.'tU u•1(/1 1ln\ .~liJllht•~t·h

S'/'1 1f'FI;f)
.\IANIC01TI SHELl.
tl'ith S/Jaght•lli ..atcc't•
Si.89

SOMETHING EXTRA

BAKEl) 1.:\SAGNA

M£A1'BALLS!2J ..•......... 99t

SJ.H

ITAI.IAN PEPPERS ......... 75~

H'fdi

fJH.'Ut'i'aUl•(r

MEA'i' & CI-IEI;sli

sweet alld hot pct>Pers
in stJic)' Stitice.

RA \.'IOU
S/.99

GARLIC BREAD (i ,;lice.<! . .... 79t
1

Cost. $20.00
Includes ticket and air-conditioned
motor coach bus ride
Bus departs at 2:30 for Las Cruces

Entertainment Reporter ..•.. , .• lydia Pipet
Spdrts Rllpor1er•..••• , •••• , , ... trlc Maddy

f

Thursday, September 8, 7p.m.-9p.m.
ORTEGA HAL~ RM 241
For Reservations - Ken Redus 296-5502

}A.f\.' S
}A.f\.

ANT/PASTA SALAD
Pt. $1.39
tit. $Z.69

September 24-Lobos vs New Mexico State

lett.rs subrriiisfon Polley: Letters to the edit-or mUSt be-typed, doubfe-spacod and no more
than 200 words. ·All mlilied-ln leHers must be sl~ned by the author and incft:sde address arid
telephone number. No names will be withheld. The Dsify Lobo does nat guarantee pObficailon
and·wm edit letters·for length and libelous r:·onterii.

Arts E'ditor, ...... ,, ....... ,, Joh1:inna Kih£)
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Student Travel invites
you to come along

pe_r ecttdemie year. Second cl!ls$ Postage paid-_ at Albuquerque, New Mexico 871_31.
The opinions expressed on the edllorral pages of the New Mexico Dally Lobo are those of the
author safely. Unsigned op1nion i_s that oftne editor and reflects the Odifot_ial.pollt:y o_f the paper,
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Go Lobos!
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The New Mexico bally Labo is publistled Monday thrOugh r::riday GVety regular Week of the
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Photography Editor ._ •._•.•• Alexandria King
Assoc. Photography Editor•• Stott caraway
Copy ·editor•.••.••••• , •••• Patrlcla Oabb13tt

Reagan administratiol1 does not real"
ly support the philosophy of CETA.
Since many people have no idea CETA, for whatever reasons, got a
what the initials JTPA stand for, the bad name," said Martinez,
New Mexico Commission on the
She said New Mexico will receive
Status of Women made it the topic of about $16 million for JTPA and that
their discussion at the monthly money wii! be divided into the five
clearinghouse meeting at the different categories listed under the
YWCA Friday.
Act, including:
JTPA stands for the Job Training ....delivery of funds
Partnership Act, and Tasia Young, ....funding for adult and youth progdirector of the Commission, said it's rams
a complicated piece of legislation ....funding to provide employment
that "people had better understand" and training assistance for dislobecause it goes into effect Oct. 1.
cated workers
"It is really significant because it ....funding for federal job training
is the major federal legislation that programs, research and demonstraprovides job training, and if there'.s tions
anything women who come into the Jll>funding for employment serv.ice
commission office talk about, it's offices.
their need for training,'' said
Funding will be made available
Young.
under JTPA for the Displaced
While the program is designed to Homemaker Office, a section of the
help both men and women, the pur" New Mexico Commission on the
pose of Friday's meeting was to Status of Women that serves those
make women aware of the opportu- who have been suddenly required to
nities offered by JTPA and to get become the main wage earner for
them into the planning Stages, said their families because of death,
Young.
separation or divorce, said MarLinda Martinez, director of the tinez.
New Mexico Advisory Council on
The second featured speaker,
Vocational Education, and Shirley Shirley Harris, said unlike CETA,
Harris, director of Personnel Ser- the big emphasis with JTPA is to
vices in Albuquerque, were the work with private industries, She
guest speakers at the meeting.
said the program deals with many
Martinez said JTPA is legislation "hardcore unemployed people" and
that replaces CETA, the Compre· tries to train them so they can comhensive Employment and Training pete successfully in the job market,
Act. CETA was started in 1973 primarily to help disadvantaged people
get training so they could compete in
the job market. While funding for
CETA climbed to $11 billion, JTPA
has only been funded for $3.7 billion
in its first year, said Martinez.
"The reason we're seeing such a
drastic cut in funding is because the

TOSSED SALAD

by the Board of Student Publication!:!_ of the University of New Mexico. Subscription-rete is $10
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By Kathy Knudsen

SPACE CENTER, Houston to Ames Research Center, Calif.
(OPI) - Space shuttle Challenger "They ate their potatoes and
came through its six-day, 2.5 mil- appeared to be in good shape," a
lion mile mission in the best shape spokesman said.
ever, with damage only to a handful
Widick said his team will shoot
of heat-resistant tiles and a minor for a four-day turnaround at Edfuel leak, officials said Tuesday.
wards - it would be the fastest
"It's been coming through better ever- and hoped to have the Chalthe last several flights. This one lenger piggyback aboard its carrier
looks .even better," said Herman K. Bocii1g 747 for takeoff Friday.
Widick, ground manager at KenThe previous turnaround record at
nedy Space Center, after inspecting Edwards was five days on the last
Challenger at its Edwards Air Force mission. Challenger will make areBase, Calif., landing site.
fueling stop en route from California
Widick said officials stiH had not to Florida either at Carswell Air
decided what to do about the repe- Force Base, Texas, or Altus Air
atedly troublesome space shuttle Force Base, Okla., Widick said.
Widick said 27 heat shield tiles
toilet.
The five-man crew took the day wiU have to be repaired or replaced.
off Tuesday in preparation for a
He said the propellant leak in two
week of debricfings that begins to- of Challenger's steering thrusters
day and ends next Tuesday with a was barely detectable, but would
postflight news conference.
force a 16-hour delay in Challen"I'm just taking it easy at home. I ger's .return to Florida's Kennedy
haven't even been to work," said Space Center While the thruster
Air Force Col. Guion S. Bluford, manifolds are drained.
the first black American to fly in
The leak was discovered during
space aboard the eighth mission that the mission when instruments debegan in Florida Aug. 30 and ended tected a drop in the thrusterS' pressure. He said the propellant leak
Monday.
The six space rats, sent up as part amounted to only about one-tenth of
of a test of an animal cage for future a pound per hour and was not consianimal tests in space, were shipped dered serious.

Universily year, week IV dur_lng closed and finals \Yanks and weekly during the_ summer session,

l:ditor •• , ••. , ~, ••. , ,
Stacy Green
Managing Editor, .• , ••••.•• ,, .Wren Propp
AsSOc. Mal1aQir'tg Editor ••.•• , .• , David Gtli

2 HOURS = $10,00
PAID FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION

Shuttle's 2.5 Million Mile Mission
Leaves it in Best Condition Ever
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Job Act Discussed

Space i$ limited contact us soon
for more information call:
Student Travel Center
student Union Building (Downstairs)

277·2336
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~ I Chicago Style Hotdogs I ~
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We may not be the fastest
But we're the best!
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~

"Where quality comes first"

*>t********************

~ on North UNM

1C

Takeout

Lomas at Yale

842-1192
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DEADLINE
WEDNESDAYi SEPTEMBER

continued from page 1
Swedish Foreign Minister Lennart
Bodstrom said, adding Stockholm
would address the U.N. Security
Council to clarify the Swedish position on sanctions.
Paavo Vayrynen, foreign minister
of neutralist Finland, which has a
special relationship with the Soviet
Union, said tbe statement fit in fully
with his country's position.
In Bonn, West Oennan spokesman Peter Boenisch termed the
Rea gall moves "measured and responsible" but sa.id his government
would discuss possible sanctions
with other Europeans before taking
any action.
A Defense Ministry spokesman
said it was unlikely Bonn or other

50 percent of their citizens cont'onn

By Gail Fishel
University of New Mexico sociology department chaimmn Laurence
Ross is one of two traffic safety experts appointed to a l9"member
panel that wi II study the benefits and
costs of the 55 mph speed limit for
the U.S. Department of Transport a"
tion.
The panel, a unit of the National
Research Council, will direct a staff
of the National Academy of Sciences and study safety, energy and
economic effects of the speed limit..
The 55 mph speed limit was
enacted in 1974 to save gas, not as a
safety measure, Ross said. The
speed limit effected energy savings
of I percen!, but now that the gas
crunch is over, many Wt:~stem states
are pressuring their legislatures to
raise the speed limit and give states
the authority to control speed limits.
Eastern states want to keep the 55
mph limit as the national speed
limit. The panel was a political compromise, Ross said.
States need to prove that at least

to the speed limit to obtain federal
highway money. Massachusetts and
Nevada are in jeopardy of losing
their federal highway funds because
of this, Ross said,
Tlw number of traffic accidents
dropped 10 percent in 1982. Possible factors for the decrease are a
decline in young people driving and
the state of the economy, Ross said.
The panel hopes to shed some light
on the 1982 drop in traffic accidents.
"If we (the panel) come out
strongly against the 55 mph speed
limit, then there is a good chance
that there will be some legislation.
My guess is the panel will not be
strongly against the 55 mph speed
limit. People have learned to drive
slower and are more conscious about
spending money for gas," Ross
said.

The panel met for the first time in
July and will meet three more times.
The neXt meeting is scheduled for
November. The study, funded by

Talk Scheduled
Laurence H. Ross
the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration, will present its findings next August.

4th

Library Funding To Be Priority

All chartered student organizations must recharter
for the 1983-84 school year.
Rechartering packets have been sent out to organizations with campus addresses. Organizations with
mailboxes at the Student ActiVities Center should pick
their packet up at the Student ActiVities Center. People wishing to charter new organizations should pick
up forms at the Student ActiVities Center.
Deadlines for both new and rechartered organizations is Wednesday, September 14. Call Student Activities Center at 277-4706 for more information.

By Steve Shoup

ATTENTION
HEALTH PROFESSION
MAJORS
The Navy is seeking applicants for positions in the following:
• Medical School Scholarships Pre-Med Seniors Only
• Medical Service Corps Health Care Administration
Industrial Hygiene
Business Administration
• Nurse Corps - BSN
Join a very special team who enjoy a career with fine opportunities for growth and development. Full range of duty assignments. Overseas travel. Specialties such as operating room
management, anesthesiology, family practice, pediatrics and
gynecology. Continued education and specialization opportunities. Up to $31,500 in 4 years. Excellent benefits. 30-days
paid vacation annually.

For more information
call toll free
1·800·354-9627-

*******************~
~ ASUNM TEXTBOOK ~
~
CO-OP
~
~
WANTS
~
~
YOUR BOOKS
~

Increased funding for books and
publications for Zimmcnnan and the
proposed Science and Engineering
libraries will be the No. 1 priority of
the Associated Students of the University of New Mexico Lobby Committee when the state legislature
meets this January.
UNM has lacked adequate funding for research materials for years,
lobby committee chairman Mark
Duran said. He said he hopes to
coordinate ASUNM lobbying goals
with the activities of UNM administrators.
Alice Clark, assistant dean for
reader's services at UNM libraries,
said the University had received better support from the legislature over
the .last few years, but pointed out
the financial needs of the libraries
are "over and above what the University can provide."
UNM has the only "real" management and fine arts libraries in
New Mexico, she said, which provide important services for the city
and the state.
Duran said no specific request for
funds has yet been decided on. Subcommittees will be fonned within
the lobby committee to study how to
bring UNM libraries up to the level
of a university specializing in high
technology.
Despite the fact the 1984 legislative session has been called the
"session for education," Duran said
educational programs will still have
to compete with social programs for
money.
Library funding w111 be the main
and possibly the only item lobbied
for; Duran said; but changing the
selection process for the voting student member of the Board ofEduca-

**

Hours are Posted

iC

We're a non•profit
student run co-op
bringing you less
expensive textbooks

~

iC

*
**

~******************t

Today's Events

By Eleanor Pedro
Jorge Amado, well-known Brazilian novelist, will be the topic of a
slide presentation at I :30 p.m. today, commemorating the second
day of International Awareness
Week.
Amado, a best selling novelist
from Bahia, Brazil, is from a group
of writers born in the I 930s who
write socially oriented fiction, said
Professor Jon Tolman of the Latin
American Institute and projectionist
for the slide shows at the International Center this week.
Amado has written 30 novels, 20
of them when he was a member of
the Communist Party, said Tolman.
His modern novels depict the lower
classes, arid many have sexual
themes and exotic elements, he said.
Dona Flor and Her Husbands, a
film based on the book written by
Amado; will be shown at g p.m.
Wednesday.
Other activities for the day include films on Brazil, Mexico and
Canada, slides on Ecuador, an introductory Esperanto language lesson,
and a dramatization of the novel La
Sagovine.
A more detailed schedule of the
week's events may be obtained from
the International Center, 1808 Las
Lomas Blvd. N.E., or by calling
277-2946.

FRIDAY 9-9

Selichot Service 12:00 Midnight

10:00 A.M. Morning Service
12:00 P.M. Shofar
7:00P.M. Evening Service

10: 00 A.M. Morning .Service
12:00 P.M. Sounding of Shofar
7:00P.M. Evening service

"Modeling Long-tenn Radioactivity Release from Nuclear Waste
Fonns" is the title of a free, public
talk that will be given at 11 a.m.
Thursday in Room 122 of Northrup
Hall on the University of New Mexir.o campus.
The talk will be given by Or. Rodney Ewing, chairman of UNM's
geology department; and is open to
all interested students, staff and
faculty.

Slides Shown

SATURDAY 9·3
THURSDAY 9·8

~

*
~· 24 A Sub Basement ~
iC
277-3701
*
~

and for cooperation between schools
and the benefits each school could
gain.
ASNM ;viii meet in Hobbs Saturday to discuss ASUNM's withdrawal and Castillo's position as BEF
member and ASNM president,

CHADAD JEWISH ACTIVITIES CENTER
HIGH HOLlOAY SCHEDULE

~
~ Sell Your Books for More
~ Buy for less at the Co-op ~

~

tiona! Finance may be another possibility.
The student membership is currently rotated among the student
body presidents of the state's six
four-year institutions. Duran said he
would like to see the member
appointed by the governor .
Last year's lobby efforts were
some of the most successful ever,
Duran said. The committee lobbied
for a voting student member to be
included on the BEF, a state funded
work/study program and a minimal
tuition increase, aU of which passed
the legislature.
Duran said the lobby committee
had overcomt:~ the "blue jean, tshirt" image many legislators had of
students, and said he hoped the University administration would ask
them for help.
Until this summer, Duran was
chief lobbyist for the Associated
Students of New Mexico, a
statewide undergraduate student
organization.
ASUNM president Dan Serrano
withdrew from that organization .in
June over .a "conflict of interest
situation" with the ASNM president, David Castillo. Castillo is also
currently the BEF voting student
member.
Duran said the withdrawal from
ASNM will not hurt UNM's lobby
efforts.
''I don't think it's going to be a
disadvantage to us. I think it's going
to be an advantage to be out of
ASNM," Duran said. "We used our
money to lobby for them. Now we'll
be using all our own money for
UNM,"
Alton Patterson, secretary of
ASNM, said he was interested in
getting ASUNM back into ASNM,
both because of the lobbying efforts

Opinions-----

SATURDAY 9-10

W110n Wheels square dance tlub will hold a free
workshQp an at :4 p.m. today In the NM Union
Dallroom. More in formation is avall11ble at 842..(1()46.
U'nl•ed C•mpus Mlnlstey wnl presC!Ilt a lecture by
Or. Pal McNamara on ••New Be11evers~ What are
ihey? Af'C' they for real?" as pan or a Theology For
Lunch series at noon today In the SUB In Room231·
E, Dring· your lunch. More information iso.vallable at
247-(1497.
Df'lla Slam• PI,

prof~sional

business fraternlty,

wili hold a fl)CCtlng for alllf11ercst,ro student& tonight
fn A.nderson'School of Management Room 103. More
information is avai !abi'c at 277·6550.
N•rco!lcs A'nonymous will hold its ''A Step at a
Time•• group meeting at 7:30p.m. Wednesdays a! St.
Jo!eph ·Hospliai'.S Blandina. Room. 400 Walier N.E.
Open to the pUblic.
Kl.-a Club general meeting will be held at 4 p.m.
today at.l812 ·Las Lomas N.E. Everyone rs welcome.
'Motcinformaifon is avalla'ble at271-3917.

Tnllblueu will hold a meeting at 5:45p.m. today
in the NM Uniou Aiumnl Office Room 200. Mpre
in forma!ion is avallablc- at 277·5808,
UNM Colle1e Republicans wili meet at 7:30 ~.m.
today in theNM Union Room2JO. Newmemb<i'sare
wele9me, More informadon b available at 268·7172.
An Studenit Ass:odadon wiit hold its rlrst tom·
miltee mectinS at 7 p.m. today· downstairs fn the NM
Union ASA Gallery. All interested people are

welcomed. More informatiOn lsavallable at 277·2667.

Thursday's Events
S•nctu1ry Group will hold a dosedAA mcetlilg (or
alcoholics ouly at noon 'ruesdays and ThursdaYs at
the Newman Center. More in!orinadon Is available at

247·1094.
Nattotlcs Anonymous will hold its: .,Natural
High" group meeting at 8 p.m. Thursdays at St.
ThDmas of Cantebury, 425 Unh.·erslty N.E. Open to
the pUblic.
lnrcr..:V•nlly ChrlsUu Fcllowahfp will meet at 7
p.m. 'rh\.ltsday in NM Union Room 250-D. This
week's speaker fs Or. Jim Small, professor adjUnct ill
the physfcs department. Everyone is welcomed, More
informatlonisavallablea!842·9737.
W11gon Whul1 SQtiare dance club ·wm lliCef
Thursday irt NM Union Room 231~ F'ee is SO cents a
ilight. More information isavaltahle at 842.0046.

·

10:00 A.M. Shabbat Service

WEDNESDAY 9-7
~osh Hash Service

7:00P.M. Evening Service
HOLIDAY MEAL following evening service
For ~eservations Coli 296-6060

EVEAYON£ WELCOME
Chabad House
1801 Sigma Chi N.E. Albuquerque, N.M.
. Phone 296-6060

~

c~~~~~~~~~~~ss~~~~~~ssss~~~~~ssss~~~~ssss~~~~~~~
.,

..

~

Ask about our
Speed Reading
Program

European countries would join
Can~da in sanctions against the
Soviet airline.
In Paris, the Foreign Ministry said
it would delay a decision on sanctions until after Tuesday's U.N.
Security Council meeting to discuss
the the downing of the Korean jetliner.
In Seoul, South Korean CultureInformation Minister Lee Jin-Hee
welcomed Reagan's retaliatory actions as "appropriate and just," hut
the Joong-a-llbo newspaper said the'
measures were weak.
"There should be no hesitation
because of some material gains,'' it
said, and other South Korean newspapers echoed the criticism.
In Canberra, Australia, Parliament also condemned Moscow.
In the United States, New Hampshire joined Ohio in banning sales of
Russian vooka, except special
orders, from state liquor store.s.

Agency Promotes Women's Status
By Kathy Knudsen
Ten years ago, Gov. Bruce King issued an Executive Order to create the New Mexico Commission on
the Status of Women. Today, Tasia Young, Commission director, said the agency is still "tremendously
active."
Primarily acting as a clearinghouse for all activities
that promote the status of New Mexican women, the
Commission has six functions broadly defined by state
.statute.
"They're really quite general, which I love, because basically we can pretty much do anything ;ve
feel is appropri~te, provided we have the people, the
time and the money," said Young.
The Commission holds infonnational clearinghouse
meetings on the first Friday of every month at the
downtown YWCA, where women's issues are discussed and organizations can announce upcoming events.
Young said many people involved with the University of New Mexico's women'.s programs often
attend these meetings. "We work very closely with
UNM's Women's Center, Rape Crisis Center and
Women's Studies," she said.

Working ;vitb a seven member staff and a $200,000
buoget, Young said the Commission is presently involved with several other important activities, incluoing a series of hearings on the ueeds and problems of
older women to be held around the state in November.
The Commission has also organized the Women's
World of Work conferences, with the first meeting
scheduled for Sept. 14 in Taos.
"What we're trying to do is give assistance to
women who have been out of the work force, or
who've never been in the paid work force," said
Young.
.
.
Young said she has also spent a lot of time dealing
with the Economic Equity Act, "particularly the provision that would prohibit sex discrimination in insurance,"
"New Mexico civil rights laws cover sexual discrimination in employment, housing, education and public aocomodations- tl1ey don't cover insurance,"
she said.
Young appeared before Congressman Bill Richardson at a public hearing Aug. 10 in Santa Fe to make a
statement in support of HR I 00, the Non·
Discrimination in Insurance Act,
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Arts

Arts

The
University of New Mexico
School of Medicine,
Division of Dermatology

Sweet Honey in the Rock Ensemble
To be Profiled in PBS Documentary

Soaps Give Viewers Stability,
Chance to /Know' Characters

is studying the

effectiveness of a sh01·t-term,
new topical potent steroid
cream in the treatment of
ecr.ema and psoriasis.
Patients should be between
the age of 12 and 75.
For more information, please call277-6770
between the hours of9 a.m. and 6 p.m.

I
I

• FDA regulations t>rohihit females of child-bearing potential to
participate in this drug study.

Graduate Students and
Graduating Seniors

iI
'

'

Competition for
Fulbright grants for
Graduate study or
research abroad

continued from page 8

Wednesday, September 7 at 3:30 p.m.
Ortega Hall Reading Room,
Third Floor
For more Information, contact the
Office of International Programs and SeNices,
1717 Roma NE 277-4032
. =
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COMPANY

Actress Meg Ryan is in a pensive mood as her character Betsy Montgomery, of the daytime
drama As the World Turns, seen at 11 a.m. Monday through Friday on KGGM TV 13.

Happy Hour

•

:

3:30. 6:00
Today only, Sept .. 7
2 Slices of FUDGE
for the price of 1!
2318 Central SE
(Across from Popejoy)

•••
•

••
••

255·8275 :

By Maureen Cummings
Carrying the rag doll she believes
is her dead infant son, Donna Cart·
Iandt left Pine Valley .after suffering
an emotional collapse.
Donna is not a tnte-life person,
but a chamctcr in the top-rated soap
opera All My Children. However.
according to theater arts Professor
Mary Jo Cochcrand, who wrote her
dissertation on why people watch
soaps, characters like Donna arc
"real people" to their viewers.
Cocherand studied the historical

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••c••••••••••••=

MEET YOUR UNM
STUDENT INSURANCE
at
REPRESENTATIVE UNMAvailable
Student Health
Center
Beginning August 22. through
September 12. 1983
1·3:30 pm M·W-F
Dally during regular
office hours at
Keystone Life Office
2625 Pennsylvania N.E. Suite 300
Alb. N.M., 87110
884-6827

I
Patricia MaHhews
KEYSTONE LIFE INSURANCE CO.
2625 Pennsylvania N.E. Suite 300
Albuquerque N.M. 87110

ensemble and & performer with
the dynamic '60s group The
Freedom Singers, speaks ofher
early realization that some songs
can "do more than make you feel
good."
·
The group's lyrics concern the
continuing inequities in society
and the longing for brotherhood.
As the film follows each Qf
these unique women into their
off-stage lives, they share
thoughts abouttheir involvement
with the group, their families and
society.
The acappella tradition in
black music has its roots in the
church, and there is much ofgospel in the sweet Honey sound.
Using no instrument exccptthe
soft swishing percussion of one

gourd, the group employs harmony and contrapuntal arrangementtoexpandmusicalpossibilities.
Got/a Make This Journey was
produced by poet and filmmaker
Michelle Parkerson for the
Washington, D.C., television
station WETA's Minority Pro·
ducers Laboratory. Parkerson's
project was chosen in competition with some 20 independent
minority producers from the
Washington metropolitan area.
Funding for ''Gatta Make This
Journey" is provided by the Corportation for l'ublic Broadcasting, the National En\lowment for
the Arts and the Gannett Founda-

tion.

By Heidi Struse
Agora, the UNM Crisis Center,
will be holding a "Sunlighi/Mooil.light Dance-A-Rama" Friday with
proceeds going to benefit the
Center.
Beginning .at 5 p.m. on the mall in
front of Zimmerman Library, the
dance contest will run for seven
hours.
Couples will dance to the sounds
of five local bands; Come on Down
Boys, featuring bluegrass music;
Bent, a punk band; the Du-Bobs,
featuring acappella; the Breakers, a
rock band; and the Visitor, featuring
new wave. The groups will each
play a 45-minute set.
Contestants must dance the full45
minutes, during which they will be
judged by a panel made up of local
dance instructors and Associated

Soaps

Informational meeting for
prospective applicants

••

'

Cotta Mak~ This Journey, a
one-hour documentary profiling
the Washington-based black
women 's acappella ensemble
Sweet Honey in the Rock, will air
at 8 p.m. Wednesday on PBS/
Channel 5.
Portions of the group's ninth
anniversary concert at Gallaudet
College are juxtaposed with insightful discussion ofthe.group's
art and impact by Pete Seeger,
Angela Davis and Holly Near,
and by the singers themselves.
Sweet Honey, who will perform at Popejoy Hall Sept. 17,
consists of five women who are
committed to song as social
activism.
At one point in the program,
Bernice Reagan, founder of the

Contest Scheduled

ENROLL NOW!
NOTE: Regular plan only can be purchased at
cashier's Office Scholes Hail until September 9,
1983.

Beller Benefit Plan and Dependant Coverage
must be purchased through representative

significance of As the World Tums
and said one important reason why
soap operas arc so popular is that
"people don't talk to each other any•
more~''

She described the soap opera as a
genre that "gets people to care."
She also explained that viewers
like the conversation in soaps and
often come to "know" soap characters more intimately than they know
their friends and neighbors. Because
of this, soaps provide stability in the
viewer's life, she said.
Other reasons Cocherand .named
for soap operas' huge followings are
that people "like to watch other people," "like gossip'' and "need
some foml of escapism."
She said soap operas are especial·
ly successful today because .in a
hard·pressed economy, viewers like
to live vicariously through rich characters, and they take comfort in
seeing that other people, even those
who are rich, have more serious
problems than they do.
Soaps arc also presently popular
because they contain clear-cut
"good guy" and"bad guy" charac·
tcrs and role models that have gained
importance to viewers since the
Watergate scandal, Cocherand said.
Compared to other forms of TV
programming, she rated the soap
opera highly and called the continuing story a "sustaining form of
drama" that began with Greek ora·
lions.
From a scholar's point of view,
Cochemnd said all soaps follow the
same formulas, which include: Ihe
same topics, the good versus evil
8torlcs, the importance of the family
ahd the Tuesday through Friday
build-up of Friday's "cliffhanger''
(an event that keeps viewers in suspense until the following week's
episodes.]
From a viewer's standpoint, she
said that while she calfs some soap
~pcras silly, others ate personally
Important to her and she hates to
miss them.
Although the soap opera was once
the brunt· of Hollywood jokes,

Cochcrand said top-named performers like Elizabeth Taylor and Carol
Burnett are now eagerly acting on
and giving merit to the shows.
Presidents such as Gerald Ford,
an admitted fan, and Ronald
Reagan, whose ex-wife stars on the
nightti111e soap fll Falcon Crest,
have also increased soap operas' respectability, she said.
Changes that have taken place in
1110dern-day soap operas include
more contemporary topics such as
dntgs, abortion and child abuse. :md
a switch from middle-aged to younger performers as the main characters, Cocherand said.
She named Agnes Nixon, creator
of All My Children and other daytime dramas, as the pioneer in deal·
ing with contemporary issues in
soaps, and also credited her with
being the first person to cast younger
characters, such as Luke Spencer in
General Hospital.
Cocherand said the soaps are casting more 20· and 30-year olds in
major roles because the 20- and 30·
year olds in the audience arc a major
advertising market.
ln the last ten years, more college
students and retirees have begun
watching soaps, and "men have
come out of the closet" to watch,
she said.
Soaps have also become more upto-date by allowing their fcmal_e ~
characters to be as powerful as thctr
male counterparts, Cocherand said.
Of all programming, soap operas
give women the strongest role models, she said, and the assertive
female characters show that
"wonicn can have it all."
Cocherand disagrees with t)lc
argument that soap opera watching
can lend to social trends like more
extra-marital affairs or higher di·
vorcc mtcs. She said soap operas
"rcncct trends" rather than invent
them.
Fur!hcrmore, soap opetlls can
deal wuh contemporary issues easier
than prime·timc television since
they don't have to resolve conflicts

tontinued on page 9

in one episode, she said.
Cocherand admitted that soap
operas give a distorted vieW of life,
since the majority of soap characters
arc rich and the few poor characters
shown are usually stereotypes.
However, she said this was simply a reflection of our materialist society. For example, it's "more fun
and exciting" to watch an oil tycoon
than it is to watch a gas attendant,
she said.
Cochetand argued that soap operas can be beneficial and are used
"extensively" for therapy in mental
institutions and prisons. In these institutions, people watch part of a
show and discuss how they would
solve the character's conflict. Then
they turn the television back on to
sec bow the soap character solved
the problem.
Cochcrand predicted soap operas
will become even more popular in
the future, partially because of prog-

CLINICAL LAW

PROGRAM

The UNM School of Law Clinical Law
Program offers legal services for slu·
denls and staff. The services are furnished by qualified taw students under
faculty supervision. Availability Is li·
miled to those whose assets and in·
come do not exceed established
guidelines.
$3.00 registration fee.
Call 277·5265 for Information
and an appointment.

25°/o
OFF
lobo

men's
shop
2120 Central SE

243·6954

ramming trends. She said former
trends in program111ing, such as
police· shows and doctor shows, are
now being replaced by the nighttime
soap.
For example, Friday night was
traditionally the least popular night
to watch TV, but after Dallas made
its Friday night debut six years ago,

Fridays arc now the third most popular viewing night, she said.
Cocherand said several new
nighttime soap operas will be featur~d this fall, including ''Hotel,"
and these will probably be "more
successful" than other new television programs.

Popejoy Hall

Students of the University of New
Mexico President Dan Serrano.
The couple with the most points at
the end of the evening will win.
Dancers will be judged on their
style, endurance, creativity and uniqueness, according to Shane Hill of
AGORA.
Between $400 and $500 worth of
prizes will be given away, including
tram passes, gift certificates to the
Gap clothing store, various free dinners and free racquetball time at
Tom Young's Athletic Club and
Spas and the Supreme Courts.
!fo enter, couples must register
and receive a number. Registration
cost is $5 per couple, and refresh·
ments will be served.
The d!!ncc will help publicize
AGORA, a non-profit organization
run by volunteers, and provide
needed funds for the Crisis Center,

National Chicano Health
Organization
Welcomes all pre-healih students to
our bi-monthly meeting, this
Wednesday, Sept. 7, from 7·8 p.m.
1815 Roma NE
Election of officers and
discussion of community
services

WHERE ALL THE
GOOD THINGS HAPPEN.

les
ballets
•
·.deJazz
t . I
mon rea

Genevieve Salbatng
01fCCifiCC Af1JSI!QU(!

Monday, Tuesday, September 19, 20-8:15 p.m.
$16.00, 14.00, 11.00
UNM Students, Faculty/Staff- 1h price
Telephone 277-3121 for information
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Sports

Returning Students
Association

,I

By Eric Maddy

Peer Group Support
Social Activities
Tutoring-Advice
Instructor's File
Po/Wcal Clout
Lounge & Study Area
Advocacy Group
Educational Grants
Mail: Box 91 1 SUB-Campus
Office: Room 24-C SUB Basement
Lounge: Fireplace Room SUB Basement
Office hours: MWF 9-4pm 1 TTh 10-4

ASUNM
Duplicating
Center

OWEST PRIC
IN TOWN
-Typewriter Rentals AvailableA Little Harder to Find but:
WORTH IT
Hours: 8·9 Mon • Fri 10·4 Sat
located North SUB Basement
277-5031

Toe American Automobile Association says that the distance between Albuquerque and Knoxville,
Tenn., the siteofthe next University
of New Mexico football game, is
1,404 miles. But to Tennessee coach
Johnny Majors, toe distance between nis team and the Lobos is reflected only in two sets of numbers- 1-0 and 0-1.
Those are the records of his
Volunteers and UNM, who are expected to play before a capacity
crowd of 91,429 fans Saturday night
at Neyland Stadium. Kickoff is set
for 5:30p.m. Albuquerque time.
Majors opened his .seventh season
at Tennessee with a 13-3 home Joss
to nationally ranked Pittsburgh.
''We had ample opportunities to win
the game," Majors said Tuesday.
"We had three or four opportunities
to break a big play and they had only
one, but their big play clicked and
ours didn't.
"It was one of the hardest hitting
games I've ever been associated
with," Majors said. "There was
some tremendous hitting, and both
teams were very aggressive. Our
team played well enough to win, but
we threw two interceptions when we
were close to scoring,
''We played hard, and we played
better than we have in a long time,"
Majors added. "Hopefully, the
team is not discouraged, and I don't
think they are."
Majors and his team, picked as
the top squad in the country by Sport
magazine before the season started,
said they were not going to overlook
UNM. "They're not 'poor little
New Mexico,' like some people
think," Majors said. "They won 10

~~~~~v.rulf ~. . . . . . .
Leisure Services Scoreboard

games last year and lost only one,
That's not llttle. That's pretty big.
''Plus they are 1-0 and we are 0-1.
That's pretty big to me," he said.
''Our players talked a lot about New
Mexico when we were talking about
the whole season before we started
preparing for Pitt. They aren't overlooking New MeJ~ico, and I would
be upset if they did.
"Our fans may not know as rnuch
about New Mexico as they know
about Alabama, Kentucky, or Georgia Tech," Majors said, "But it is
up to me to educat~our players about

Tennesse Coach
Johnny Majors
them. I respect the football played in
the Western Athletic Confence. Not
only have I taken teams to play
WAC opponents, but I know several
coaches in the conference and have

Gym,

(FF)- requires a $10.00 reti1udable lorf~lt fee
#All FatulcyiStaff enirles arc due ttl the· MANDADi'ORY Manager.i
Partfdpant meeting h-eld in room 23() of Johnson Gym a1 12 noon.
MEN'S TOP 10 PRE-SEASON A TEAM FlAG FOOtBALL POLL
1. The- Bench
2. Lambda Chi
3. M:inorltles
4. California Kids
5. Sigma Chi "A"

6. PIKES
7. Blue DI!Vlls
8. l·Birds:

9:00am • 1:30pm
5:00pm • 6:00pm
U:30am • J;30pm
11:30am - 6:00pm

Thurs.

Friday
Saturdav
tl~Oam ... 3:00pm
Sunday
12.il0pm -3:00pm
A valid Fall1983 UNM J.D. m.m: M presmted In ardutachl!cltout all

10. Unknowns

MEN'S TOP 5 PltE.SEIISON JJ TEAM FlAG FOOJBIILL POLL
1. First Seal
2. Bod Gt1y5
3. Mean ·Machine
4.B·Bomber
5. Economl~:&
WOMEN'S TOP 4 PRE·SEIISON FlAG FOOJBIILL POLL

1. Outfa\115
2..lJouncers
3, B2ta Brulsera

4. Ttl·Oelts
GETAWAY/SPECIAL EVENTS

S•nt• Fe Fie•i•, Frld•;. S.pte•ber g, 1983
Don't nUSS the fun and_ udtement of the annUal Sant-a Fe J=lesta r.nd
thP btirnltag ofZozobrll• old mftn gloom! Atremendous llrewOrks dJspi"!J,

miJslc, a~s and crafts booths, and foQd booi:hs are Included In ihl! fe5tlvl·
tfesf "01e UNM Getaway Program IS spbliS<:JriRg a bus trip iothe Fiesta on
Frfday, September 9,. 1983. The bus will ieave· AJbuquerque at 3_:00 p.m.

AEROBIC DIINCE CIAS!JES
Oasset will run from SqJCemba- 12 • Decanbu 2, i983. Reglskatlon
begins on Wednesday, St!pt_ember 70 1983 at 8:00a.m. In the Leisure
Senrl~s office, room 230 of Johnson Gvrn.
7:00am .. 8:00am
SII!$$10n I
Tues. & Thun.
7:00am ·8:00am
Session II
Mon., Wed.t Fri.
!2:15pm -1:15pm
Susion Ill
Toes, It Thui's.
SesSion IV
Mon., Wed., Fri.
!2:00pm • 1:00pm
Session V
Tue:S. !c Thurs.
5:00pm • 6:00pm
Susltm Vf
Mon., Wed·;. Fri.,
5:00pm -6:00pm

UNMII

:
:
:
:

is all thot is needed for
UNM students to participate
and on Sunday morning
to receive 2 free jumps.
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Free 8 oz. glass of

I

$90 and a daring spirit

•••

For more information call: 266-96n
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FRESH SQUEEZED
ORANGE dUlCE
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and return later that evenlhg. Sign up In the Leisure Services Office,
Room 230 In Jolmson Gvm by ~:00 p.m. On Wedne-sday, September 7,
1983". $4,00 per· person. Llinlted spates available, so regls1er earl~!

I
I
I

i

••

All M. W, F: c::IASsU WIU m froni September l2 Decerilber 2; 1983 and
cost $10.00. All T, Th di!ISsea Will run from Sepiember 13• DeCember 1,
1983 and cost $7.00.
There are ng Uglslratlons by malt. Be sure and register eatf!l as ~me
dl'l.sse5 are limited. We now give passes that MUST be ptetented at ihe
entra_n« to lhe gym as well as prestnttd lo tbe lnstrudors.
the lel!;ure Services Program wishe1 formet stUdent employU Joey
Chavez a speedy ·recoverv. We are. looking forward to your ref:i.liri io

I
I

I

11
I.

$7~.~~~s

YALE BLOOD PLASMA
As a plasma donor
you can earn$70 or more per month
Bring this ad for $5 bonus on your 1st donation
Your plasma Is vitally needed
for the production of many life saving vaccines
You must be a local resident, student, pr military .
and have a valid picture I.D.
Offer expires August 31, 1983
1 coupon per donor & not valid
with other coupons
New Donors Accepted Monday-Friday 12:30-3:30

.

.. .

I
I
I
I
1
I
I
.

..___________________________ ---------1.
with purchase of breakfast or hamburger

I

1.

($1.30 or more)

.

.

.

.

.
..
.
. coupon good thru 9·7-83 .

$.65 value
.

. . .

Majors s;tid preparing an offense
for the UNM defense is also difTicult. "When you've been coaching
as long as 1 have, you think yo!.l've
seen everything because everything
m!.lst have been used before, someplace," Majors said.
"Except that New Mexico does
some things that you don't see very
often. They don't line up in the same
position on every down, a.nd most of
the time they don't line up in the
same place on the same down. They
are moving around until just before
the snap.
"They pose a terrific problem and
we will have to maintain our poise,
patience and composure. Their defense makes things happen."
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Junior quarterback Alan Cockrell, who set several school passing
records last year, leads the offease.
"Cockrell is a quality player. He's a
Starting pitcher Dean Rennicke helped lead the Dukes to their 5-4 win over .the Las Vegas. good leader and playmaker," Majors said. "He wasn't his sharpest
Saturday night, but I prescribe to the
old theory that you are never as bad
as your worst game and never as
First baseman Franklin Stubbs. on a throwing error by Dukes' short- run with a ground out. Albuquerque good as your best game."
pounded two long home runs, in- stop Ross Jones. Albuquerque tied escaped further damage by turning a
Reserve fullback Sam Hendercluding the game winner in the bot· the game in their half of the. inning double play to end the inning.
son,
who gained only 28 yards last
tom of the lOth inning, to .lead the on consecutive hits by Jones, right
The Dukes rallied to tie the game
Albuquerque Dukes to a 5-4 victory fielder Lemmie Miller and center in the home half, when Stubbs sing- year, more than quadrupled that outover the Las Vegas Stars.
fielder Ed Amalung.
led, moved to third on a single by put with 108 yards in 14 carries
It stayed a 1-1 tie until the top of catcher Dave Sax and scored on a against Pitt. "He came in here last
The win evened the best of five
series for the Pacific Coast League the sixth, when Kevin McReynolds sacrifice fly by left fic::lder Tom year as an overweight freshman who
had good speed,'' Majors said, "He
Southern Divison Championship at blasted his fifth home run of the Beyers~
suffered
a shoulder injury .and misseries to give Las Vegas a 2-1 lead,
two games each.
The Stars nearly won the game in
Stubbs, who had three ]!its, three The Dukes countered with a single the ninth. Pinch hitter Jerry Johnson sed the second half of the season.
runs batted in and scored three times by designated hitter Tony Brewer singled to open the inning and adv- But he came back this year and lost
on the night, hit a 1-0 pitch off Las and Stubbs' first home run, a two- anced to second on a sacrifice bunt. 15 pounds. He's a very fine-looking
Vegas pitcher Floyd Chiffer, who run blast off the scoreboard in right Kelleher drilled a single off the wall prospect."
relieved starter Steve Fireovid in the field.
in right, but Miller threw a perfect
Majors said his receiving corps,
eighth inning. Larry White got the
The Dukes held that one run lead strike to Stubbs, whose relay beat
although
a little young, did a good
win in relief for the Dukes, who are until the eighth inning, when second Johnson easily.
job in the opener. Three Tennessee
oeeking an unprecedented fourth baseman Jerry DiSimone and shortThe Dukes and Stars will play
consecutive league title.
stop Mick Kelleher singled and tonight at 7 to detern1inc the cham- receivers, including sprinter Willie
The Stars jumped to a 1-0 lead in rightfielder Jerry Davis doubled in pionship. The winner will meet the Gault, have graduated from last
the third inning when left fielder the tying run. After intentionally Northern Division champion, either year) team. "We ran three wide
Larry Harlow singled, moved to walking McReynolds, first baseman Portland or Edmonton, for the PCL receivers a lot last year because we
had three speed guys and two more
second on a ground out and scored Joe Lansford delivered the go-ahead title .

Dukes Beat Stars To Force Fifth Game

in reserve,'' Majors said, "We'll
nm it some this ycm·. Although they
arc relatively inc~pcricnccd. our recei vcrs wcrcn '( the worst part of our
team Saturday night.''
M:~ors said the worst part "was
not being able to score any points.
It's a game of inches, and they got
the inches and we didn't. We missed
one field goal just wide and hit the
crossbar on another. Nine points
would have been awfully big in that
game.''
Despite missing two field goals,
Tennessee's kicking game is still
one of the best in the country. Field
goal kicker Fuad Reveiz set an
NCAA record by making the most
field goals over 40 yards(l3 of 17)
and 50 yards (8 of 10). Punterlimmy
Colquitt averaged almost 47 yards
per kick last season.
"I've believed in special teams all
my coaching life,'' Majors said.
"It's a very big factor for us. I
thought New Mexico did a very
good job on special teams.''
When asked to predict Saturday's
outcome, Majors hedged. "You
never really know,'' he said. ''I've
been in the locker room when you
could llear a pin drop, and they we'd
go out and win. Other times it's real
loud and we'd get the same result, I
never know until the game is
underway."
EXTRA POINTS: A double
check of attendance figures put the
crowd for the Utah game at 27,843
instead of the announced 29,161.
Apparently the I ,318 workers at the
game - ticket takers, concessions
help and such - were counted
twice in the total. The amended figure would rank seventh on the alltime UNM crowd list. ..
Another attendance fact- only
4,!08 students attended the
game ...
UNM noseguard Fred Mady was
selected as WAC player of the week
for his 13 tackle performance
against the Utes.

Looking for Excitement!

..•••
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Outdoor Shop Hours -all!:
Tues.~

had some big wins against WAC
teams in the past,''
Through the years, Majors has
compiled an 11-3 mark against
WAC opponents, including a 3-0
mark against New Mexico. Majors,
ranked 19th in winning percentage
among active collegiate coaches
coming into 1983, compiled most of
his wins against the WAC during his
five year tenure at Iowa State, where
he took the Cyclones to tWO bowl
games.
Majors also went to three bowls in
four years while coaching at Pittsburgh, and coached the Panthers
and Tony Dorsett to a 12-0 record
and a national championship in
1976,
The following year, Majors returned to his alma mater, where he
has posted a 35-32-2 mark, including last year's 6-5-1 record that includes a 28-22 loss to Iowa State in
the Peach Bowl. Majors has taken
the Vols to three bowls.
Despite all that experience, Majors said preparing for New Mexico's veer offense poses some problems.
"We had to prepare for the Pitt
offense, which didn't run an option
play all night, and now we have to
get ready for the triple option, which
we haven't seen for a while,'' Ma·
jors said. "I am impressed by New
Mexico's very quick running backs
and the obvious experience of their
offensive line.
"That quarterback (Buddy
Funck) played exceptionally well,''
Majors added. "He broke the long
run (53 yards for a .touchdown) and
hit his wide receivers for big gains.
He gives New Mexico a deep pas·
sing threat on offense."
continued on page 7

Saturday, Sept. 10,' 9a.m. to Sp.m.
• at Johnson's field next to Johnson's Gym

OUTDOOR RECREATIONAL SHOP HOVRS
Students, racully and staff may rent outdoor ·recreation equipment
Including tents, skis, backpacks and sleeping bags et the Outdoor Re~
creation Sbop located In the NW comero(Johnson Gym. This semester'!!
Monday

,.,
ll

The UNM Skydiving Club
will hold _a First Jump Course •••

Tree Spring Trail Hike, September io. 1983
EnJoY the l;tautlfuJ Clbola National Forest on-thisslx-mlle hike along
the Tree Spring Trail on Saturday, September 10, 1983, Participants In
the-hike will be meeting on the south side ol Johnson Gym at 8:00a.m. to
carpool to the trailhead. A lmowledgeableguidelrom the NailonaJ Forest
Service will be leading the hike. Register In the Leisure Services office, ,
Room 23D In Johnson Gym by 5:00 p.m. on Thursday. September 8,
1983. $2.00 per person. Volunteers are needed to- drive, driver will be
relmbursed_for ga~. Sign up soon~ limited spaces are a:vallablel

Tennesseecontinued from page 10

I I
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Room 230, Johnson Gym Phone 277-5151
MEN'S AND WOMEN'S EVENTS*M•nager_IJ'artlc:ipant Meeting
Golf Slnglt.!S
Wedncsdoy, Septl!mber 1~ 1983
CO-REC EVENTS*
lnnl!rtube Water Polo IFF)
Wednesday, September 7. 1983
FACULTY/STAFF EVENTS#
Co-Hee Kickball
Thursday, Septell!ber 8, 1983
*All Men's, Women's and Co-Ree entries are due at the MANDAtORY
ilionager:partlr:tpant meetlr1gs held at4:15 j:U'n.lil floom 1!14 of Johnson

;J

Tennessee Coach Needs Win

AN ORGANIZATION
DESIGNED FOR THE
NON-TRADITIONAL STUDENT

Sports

Offer expires Sept. 31, 1983

YALE BLOOD PLASM~, INC.

11122 Yale SE, Albuquerque

. ·.

.

. 266 .5729

To save on
long distance calls, put
time on your side•
We know how much along distance call can mean to
you, and to someone special who's far away. That's
why we want to give you some timely news for making long distance calls .
During our special discount periods, you can save
up to 60% on direct-dialed calls n.lade without operator assistance. All it takes is a little planning. So you
can put time on your side with these discount rates:
Weeknights and Sunday, 5p.Ill. to 11 p.Ill.sa,·e 35% on intrastate calls and 40%
on interstate calls.
Every night, ll p.m. to 8 a.m.-save 60%
Weekends,ll p.m. Friday thru 5 p.Ill.
Sunday-save 60% (Discount periods do
not apply to Alaska and Hawaii.)
Plan ahead and pick one of our good times to save
for a long talk. And use your phone to stay dose to
the people who matter.

Forthewayyou live.
@
Mountain Bell
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Las Notidas
AGORA: THE UNM Crisis Center will be holding a
volunteer orientation meeting Sept. 7 at7:30 p.m. in
Ortega Hall Room 153.
917
MEET TilE CHAPTER: Delta Sigma PI
Professional nusi.ness Fraternity will hold a meeting 8
p.m. tonight for ail new members, Guest speaker:
Morgan Sparks, dean of Anderson School of
Man~gcment. Refreshments served. Anderson School
Room 103.
917
A'rfi~NTION ALl. UNM students: You are cordiallY
invited to the first meeting of the UNM Marketing
Association.
Student/facultY
interraction,
professional development and career planning will be
emph11.1i1.ed. Cornejoln us Monday, Sept. 12, at 6:30
in Room 211 section A·C in the SUB.
9/9
WANTED: FUTURE DUSINF:SS leaders. The
I ntcrti&~lonal Fraternity of Delta Sigma Jli is currently
recruiting business majors who wish 10 enrich their
college experlenc¢. For more Info, contact Danny
Ortiz277·6550.
9/7
DEUS I)ANCE CLASSF.S: lleginmng week of Sept.
12. Plca1c call Mary Ann Khnnlain for information,
R97 ·2028.
9/9
WOMEN'S CITY SOCO:R - three divisions. We
hu~e a tenm for you! 265·1470. Please keep trying.
9/8
STm>•:NT
ORGANIZATION
ltECIIAR·
fJ\RING/chartering
deadline
-Wednesday,
September 14. Check with Student Activities Center,
Room 106, NM Union. 277-4706.
9/14
CJ.lfll? Mf:ETING? EVt:Nn Advertise in Las
Noticial. Only I 0 cents per ward per i~sue for UNM
departments nnd organl7.nlions.
tfn

Personals
ONl.V VOlt LENA. My Lena. Louie.
917
III·:J.I.O, JOHANNA. WHAT a difference yoiJ've
mude nt my life. I <•~c. Ronnie.

917

KAT, IIAI'I'Y 21ST. Lo1•c yn, Snoopy and Dieter.

917

1o MV SWhKf ~undy bar Rico. fonlgl1t your plucc.
917
AU. Till' A TO'S have ~mile1 on their face1 becnuse
!I!<~ 41\c><•rnc Kappa W<llnen are .:omtng w New \Vuve
wnh them. Ihumlay9/8tB3.
9i7
Rust~.

IIA'tUbAXE \YAH.

9/9

~1AKt: C'()'II'TAC'T Willi that $pecial som~onc or
tueud> and family. Pfa,c a pcm~nul mc1~age in the
dav-iflcLh toda~. llendhnc. 1 p.m. the day before
in;crtif'n. Dl Marron Hall.
tfn

}"ood/Fun
litre MJXlW UAG offer\ vou too·, di1count
'hueiHdc 1\llh this ud only! 2210 (entrnl SE, acros~
fn•m liN'I.I, 21>R·B268. Now open Sundays 11·4!
(t~rnc,eeu''·
9,9
I~{(;Ol'RMET IU:S1'Al'RA-"''T- fine food with
j!und friend' nl affordable prke~. 412 San Pedro SE.
266·9696.

9/7

A'rltCl;s - IIAitn HO<:KIN' dance band now
o\ailablc to ru~k l!NM parties. ('~11242·7102 or 2652360 fot details.
9112
"HlOD/Fl~N" IS a place for aunouncements of
reltaumnts, parties, food sales and stores, concerts,
etc. Announce your goodies and/or entertainment
today.
tfn

Services
WORU>

981~

tfu

Housing
WOMEN; GRAD STUDENT seeking roommates.
Three-bedroom house. $125 a month plus utilities,
881-6354.
9/9
MATURE CHRISTIAN FEMALE: Share two-bdrm
house ncar campus with female medical student,
$175/month, Vl Ulllfties. 268·7199.
9/12
MALf:, NONSMOKER GRAD student to share nice
house. Utilities included, $175. Plus DD. 268-6617,
9/12
LOOKING FOR ROOMMATE to share four-bdrm
house. $135 a month plus utilities. Two miles from
campus. Call242-6437, ask for Kent.
9/12
WANTED: FEMALE ROOMMATE for house in
North Vnl!ey. Professional man has four-bedroom
house with horses. Private bath. 898·4161 after 6.
Gra\1 stu\lent preferred.
9/8
EFI'ICIENCY S138, Al.L utilities paid. Four blocks
9/8
from UNM/'fV.I, Available9-l$-83. 883·1145.
STUDIO S220, EFFICIF.NCY $185. Furnished,
utilities paid. 842·6170.
919
THE CITADEL: SUI'ERillocation near UNM and
<!owntown. Bus service every 30 minutes, I bedroom
or efficiency, $240 to $320, All utilities paid. Deluxe
kitchen with dlshwa~her and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry, Adult
~ouples, no pets. 1520 University NE. 243·2494.
tfn
FOR I{ENT: EFFICIENCY apMtment, 1410 Girard
N.L, $230/mo., for one person, $250/mo. for 2
persom, ull utilities paid, $175 security deposit. Fully
furnlshcd·sccurity locks and laundry facilities. No
d1ltdren or pets. Please call before 6:00 in the
evening, 266-8392.
tfn

l'ltoDU<:IlONS:

Multi·track

re~otding and complete ~• Inch video facility in the

northern mountains near Taos. Phone 758·3 156,

9/JO
Gf:T \'OUR noov and mind in shape at the new
Yoga Center. Just three blocks east af UNM on
Central. Offering classes in yogaerobics, Kundalini
~oga, lycngnt yoga, prenatal yoga, meditation, Tal
C'hi and Middle Eastern dancing. 3213 Central NE,
2.~5·2900. Call today to register for fall classes. 9/12
Fnr.•;.LANCE TYPING: R~ports, essays, term
papers, etc. Near University, professional quality,
tca~onable rates. Cheryl, 243·3287.
919
CS 155 TUTORING AVAIJ..ADI.F., Call Eric 277·
2577.
9/12
QUAI.ITV TYPING, MONTGOMERY-San Pedro
area. 90 cents/page,ll81·6445.
10/4
T'At Clll CII'UAN classes beginning Sept. 10. Yoga
Center, 3213 Central NE. $15 per month. Saturdays
II n.m.-12:30 p.m. 266·2129.
9/8
n'PIST ON CAMPUS, Sense of humor. Some
]!cllius. 242·3093.
9/30
(;tllTAR I.ESSONS. ALL styles. Twemy·two years
teaching. John Mitchell268-0496.
9/19
MASSAGE TIIERAPV. RF:ST, tela,ation. 822·
2728. Voice pager.
10/3
0\o'ERWF.IGIIT? NF.ED OVERWF.IGIITpcople for
an all-natural program {Hetballfe). Caii2SS·9866 ar
265·9529.
917
GUITAR U:SSONS, ALL styles. EJ~act solo
copying. Improvisation, reading and theory, You
design your own program. Marc's Gultat Center, 143
Harvard SE. 26S·331S.
tfn
DADYSmJNG IN MY home. NcarUNM. Have two
toddlets.Wouldliketocareforancmore.262·0591.
QUICK, ACCURATE TYPING/charts/graphs9/7
in
myhome.CallTheOthcrOfficc884-6564,

PART·TIME HELP NEEDED. Shipping and
receiving, some sales. 20 to 28 hours a week. Call265.
8518.
917
PART·TIME COPY editor needed. Call Wren at the
D!liiY Lobo, 277·56561·5 p.m. 138 Marron Hall.
9/9
DAD'I{SITTER NEED.ED. MF I H. One block from
UNM. 243-5488,
9/8
EXPERIENCED TYPIST NEEDED, Full-time,
Some college preferred. 265·7777.
917
KOD IS NOW considering internships In our P.M.
Magazine for this semester. Contact: Robert
Mclnteer, 243-4411 extension 471. EOE. M/F. 9/12
COMPUTER SALES, PART·TIME resumes. 12 to 6
p.m. SuntecComputers, 1523 Eubank NE.
917
EXPERIENCED
PROGRAMMER
IN · 65D2
Assembly Language needed for SYstems program·
ming. Full-time preferred. 268·0587 days and
evenings,
9/9
WE'RE DOING RESEARCH on the Caribbean and
need two work-study students to help, 16·20 hours a
week at the Resource Center. Typing skills necessary.
Cnll266·5009,
9/8
OFFICE/IlOOKKEEPING POSITION now open at
the Dally Lobo, Good experience for resumes. Must
be wot](·study qualified and able to work Tues/Thurs
mornings, Ability to handle fast-paced, environment
also necessary. Apply at 131 Marron Hall. Ask for
Maryann.
9/9
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Lost &Found
REWARD: LOST RED gym bag with karate
equipment, Please return. Call Ed 243-0652,
919
LOST: LADIES' GOLD Seiko watch, Reward. 277·
3193.
9/9
LOST: BLUE DAYPACK, calculator, books, check·
917
book. Reward. Nick 266-5284.

CAMPUS BICYCLE
· Tune·u.p $l 0
., Sale Prices on

FOUND: MALE "RETRIEVER"·type dog. Light
tan coloring. To claim, call293-2500.
9/9
LOST: RED LAW book In M. H. Reward, Call 298·
9/8
9980, Mike.

'

100% hand-crafted cotton futons

\

COMEAND
HAVE FUN

ACROSS

Daily Lobo
Classified
Advertising
Says It All

Discover what your most flaHering
COlOrS Can dO fOr YOU

~HE~Y~ ~Yt'-lt'i

PrlvateorGroupConsu.lfations
Worl<shops I (505) 898·9126

268-6547

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Selling your car? Someone
special's birthday? Spread
the news in the classifieds.
131 Marron Hall. Deadline is
1 p.m. the day before it is to
run.

)/
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106 Vassar SE
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WARDROBE COORDINATOR
COLOR ANALYST
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AGORA will be

holding orientation
for new volunteers
Wednesday" Sept 7" 7:30

Rm. 153 Ortega Hall
If you are interested In becoming a volunteer in a para-professional orga·
please attend his meeting or call277-3013 forrnote information.

ni~tion,

tfn

country-western and square dancing
SUB 231 a·c
Tonight 7:30 pm
OHice: SUB 215 277·6739

. . __
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in the Daily Lobo.

GAY AND LESBIAN STUDENT UNION
UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

1

I -

ADVERTIS~ YOUR TRIP, adventure or ride needs
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Travel

••

OLDTOWN

9/30

IIAVE YOU HEARD about Smitty's?.
9/13
THE MIXED BAG offers yoll )0% dis~ount
storewide with this ad onlyl 2210 Central SE, across
from UNM, 268-8268. Now open Sundays 11·41
Comeseeusl,
9/9
WANTED; WOMEN'S IO.SPEED bicycle, 292·
6388.
9/7
EXAM NER VES7 "THE Exam Secret" by Dennis
Jackson shows you the secret of passing exams. How
to recogni1.e trick questions and study short cuts.
Every page contains new ideas. Only $4 post-paid to
your door, Quik·Ship, P.O. !lox 36085,
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87176.
917
UNM BOOKSTORE RETURNS Policy: 1) You must
have your sales receiptl 2) Last day to return fall texts
is Sept. 10. 3) Books must be In original condition as
purchased, 4) You m11st have your l,D,
9/9
PICilJRF. FRi\.MING, DRY mounting, glass, mats
and more, Student discount. Frame Craft, 4521
Central NE, 256-0779,
9/19
CI.ASSIFIEDS GET RF:SULTS. Place ypur ad
today. 131 Marron Hall,
tfn

2424 Garfield Avenue SE
Albuquerque. NM 87106
(505) ~68·9738

Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry

~

Miscellaneous

Bright Future Futon Company
• a coHage Industry •

UAOIO SIIACK MODEL I Level II. 48K, cassette,
loti of software. Plus C'emronics 779 printer. Both
mint condition. $1000. Call277-5620, 292-5930. 9113
VESI'A 180 RALLY scooter. ruck and spare tire.
Ue~n. reliable, 3600 miles. $495. 299·6321.
9113
1973 YAMAIIA 175 Street Legal Enduro. Low
mileage, reliable. S295. 299·6321.
9113
1976 VW DASHER. Yellow, AT, two-door, AC,
AMIFM. Engine runs good. $1300. 242-8702.
Moving.
917
I'OR SAU:: 1978 Honda motorcycle 554. Four·
cylinder, two helmets (60 mpg). l:lll·price $1200. Sale
price$887. C~ll299·9347.
9/13
1982. LOW MILEAGE. Plymouth station wagon.
Air conditioning, cruise control, under warranty,
9/8
excellent condition. 884·2424 9 a.m.·S p.m.
MOVING, MUST SELL 1975 Honda CVCC. Asking
$1450.265·1641.
9/19
1978 HONDA MOPEI> Includes baskets, helmet and
oil. $275. Caii292-S433 after 6:30p.m.
9/12
1979 DODGt: OMNI. Four-speed std. trans., AM
radio, above avg condition, low mileage, $2800. Call
I I a.m.-2 p.m. or after 5 p.m. 255-4931.
9/9
nv&PIECE ASTRO drumset, zildji:in and paiste
cybals. 244-4699.
919
1975 cnt;vy NOVA. Has new clutch and runs great.
$150 or best otrer. Call256·3370 after4:00.
9/9

Discount

.

Employment

CLAIM YOUR J,OST possessions at Camp \IS Police
8:00a.m. to 4:()0 p.m. dally,
tfn

MUSICIANS, ENTERTAINERS, PERFORMERS
are needed for fall scltedule at UNMI Contact
ASUNM
Popular
J:ntertainment
Committee
Noontime . .Suite 245 Union Bldg, 277..<\660,
9/9
BRIGHT;
ENTHUSIASTIC, DEDICATED
graduate or undergraduate chemistry, physics,
history and Spanish tutors - must be work·study
cleared or eligible for Fall 1983, Contact Bea at UNM
l.Jpwarcl Bound Program, 277-3506, at 2013 Mesa
917
Vista Hall.
WORK-STUDY POSITIONS open now! Q\lallfied
students shoQid apply to ASUNM Popular EnW·
talnment Committee Noontime. Suite 245 Union
Bldg, 277-4660.
9/8
PART·TIME JOil afternoons and evenings. Must be
21 years old. Must be able to work Friday and
Saturday nights. Apply i11 person, no phone calls
please. Saveway Liquor Store at 5516 Menaul NE and
5704 LomasNE.
9/16

:
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FOR Si\.LE: 1970 VW bug. R1ms good, Call Bill after
5 p.m. 34+7905.
9/B
1976 CHEVY MALIBU Classic. Excellent condition.
266-4193,
9/7
COMPUTER STUDENTS: TIRED of fighting the
crowcls at the Computer center? Get your terminals,
mpdems and micros at a discount. Call Thomas
Langford Information Systems at 842-9438.
9i7
HUGADLE, HEALTHY, HANDSOME Black
Labrador pups, AKC 150. Phone842.0025.
9/7

}"'or Sale

~

ONE

ACULEX WORD P!lo.JCESSING; Theses, disser·
tations, ter!T' papers, resumes, graphics. 831·3 181.
12/12
BULIMIA TREATMENT PROGRAM. Help iri
overcoming binge-vomltlnglpuq!ing.
Th11rsdays
919
9115-10/20, 266-0459.
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT con·
traceptlon, sterilization, abortion. Right To Choose,
294-0171.
tfn
CONTACTS-POLISHING, SOLUTIONS Casey
Optical Company on Lomas Just west of Washington.
tfn
WE GOT DISTRIBUTORS. Prescription eyeglass
frames. Orecnwich Village (Lennon Styles), gold
rimless. $54,50 (regular $65.00). Pay Less Opticians,
5019 Menaul N.E., ~cross from LalleiJes,
tfn
PREGNANCY TESTING & counseling, Phone 247·

1 Voodoo
6lmage
10 Strokes
14 Kind of acid
15 Lukewarm
16 Disregard
17 Animate
18 Reek
19 Scene
20 Regales
22 Disparage
24 Bound
26 Having
inflamed
optics
27 Lent a hand
31 Deity
32 Promote
33- wave
35 Farm animal
38 Netherlands
port
39 Nickel, e.g.
40 Pressure:
Pre f.
41 lndy-500 unit
42- pudding
43 Deadly
44 Plant fluid
45 Pronoun
47 Habit
51 F of F.O.B.

FRIDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

52 Imbricates
54 Trafalgar
victor
58 Rodent
59 Kind of nut
61 Brisk
62 "MissRegrets"
63 Rewrite
64 Growing out
65 Asian money
66 Network
67 Make-overs
DOWN
1 Milk drink
2 Asian ruler
3 Elasticity
4 Perfectionism
5 Struggle
6 Honshu bay
7 Barber's tool
a Willow
9 Illicit:
2words
10 Informed
11 Friendship
12 Count, e.g.
13 Warhorse
21 Rested
23 Public hero
25 Falk and
Fountain

27
28
29
30
34

Eden boy
Mixer
Castile
Simple song
- Wrath: Dies
lrae
35 Loathing
36 Of mouths
37 Watson's
sport
39 Cartographer
40 Diamond
marking
42 Lug

43 Appliance
44 Emphasize
46 Container
47 British
Columbia
salmon
48 Egg-like
49 Bird
50 Verse form
53 Opening
55 Fastener
56 Vision: Pref.
57 Pheasant
broods
60 Gobbled up
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